A Pedagogical Trip to the Field of Dreams by Ric Knowles
"Why, in a course on theatre, did we do that?" This was the first question I asked, for several years running, in the second class of the University of Guelph's Introduction to Theatre course, the first class having been taken up with the usual course outlines, protocols, and procedures. In between, we went to a ball game.
The answers to the question varied but usually, eventually, got to the heart of the issue. The required intro course over the years involved field trips, sometimes as many as nine or ten over the course of a semester, to shows in Guelph, Toronto, Stratford, Kitchener, and Niagara-on-the-Lake. You can't study theatre without seeing theatre, and we would go to lots of it, ranging from a religious service and a contemporary dance performance early on (we avoided "drama" at the outset-they had read enough words in high school) through classical opera to Shakespeare or Shaw, experimental and site-specific theatre, and performance art at venues large and small. But why start with a Blue Jays game?
The students' first answers usually had to do with spectatorship, noticing, however, that the raucous atmosphere at the Rogers Centre is at some remove from the politesse most of them had experienced in their early theatregoing lives, rarely having leapt to their feet to cheer a particular coup de théâtre. They also usually noted a comparable sense of identification with the players, winning or losing, that they often flagged as empathy, sometimes even kinesthetic empathy, experiencing in their bodies the felt sense of having stolen that base, made that catch, or even delivered that monologue. And usually, quite rightly, they focused on conflict: the dramas of pitching, catching, hitting, fly balls, groundouts, and double plays; the agon of the great closer against the .300 hitter in the bottom of the ninth; the heroics of a leaping catch at the lip of the fence; or the drama of extra innings.
The students tended to get all that right away, as they did the Aristotelian dictum that drama, like sports, centrally involves action. Colleen Murphy, playwright-in-residence at Guelph one semester when I was teaching the course, built on this understanding when she heard about our class trips to the ballpark. She talked to the class about dialogue as action, playwriting as baseball: the first line of dialogue, she told them, is the first pitch, in response to which (the second line) somebody either hits, misses, catches, or drops the ball, and the drama has begun, each line of dialogue functioning as an action in response to the previous action. Yvette Nolan Most students have also understood the connection that we "play" sports, put on "plays," and generally use "play," of both the sporting and theatrical kinds, as a way of rehearsing, in a theoretically safe space, for the theoretically more serious and intractable problems faced in life by a species that is perhaps most appropriately defined as Homo ludens-"man (sic) playing." 1 With prompting, most students, too, can see that the floor plan of Toronto's Rogers Centre, where the Blue Jays play, maps with considerable precision onto that of a Greek amphitheatre-with the wrinkle that the position of the Greek skene is occupied, not by home plate, as you might expect, but by the 110-foot by 33-foot Jumbotron, which in the supremely intermedial mode of performance that is professional sports is often the focus of audience attention for entr'actes and replays.
2 But then Greek theatre was also in the business of replays, though in the amphitheatres that hosted Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, they were less than instantaneous.
Students have also come to understand over the course of our class discussions that both sports and theatre take audiences and players outside of the unruly and chaotic quotidian world for a delimited period of time into a demarcated space that is governed by an explicit and (usually) enforceable set of rules or conventions that constitute the space as a safe one for certain kinds of risk and exertion that, unlike in "real life," generally come to some kind of satisfying or unsatisfying sense of completion. And when real life intrudes upon either a piece of theatre or a sporting event-an audience member or fan intrudes upon the action, the roof caves in, or someone "really" dies-there is a similarly unsettled response.
Finally, historically inclined students have generally had some sense that among the sources to which theatre has been traced are athletic competitions, jousting matches, and the like in various cultures, which conveniently links going to the baseball game with one of the two core organizing principles of the course as I have taught it: theatre and/as ritual (which also explains why I ask them to attend-respectfully-a religious service, ceremony, or ritual for a faith other than their own), and theatre as representation.
We spend some time discussing the community-building and community-defining functions of ritual, sports, theatre, and performance more broadly-with high-performance athletes, like high-performance motor oil, participating with theatrical performers, priests, and shamans in certain discourses of distinctiveness, expertise, or virtuosity. Most introductory-level students who have attended pep rallies and homecomings designed to build school spirit have experienced the community-building work of ritual and sports, and by comparison can understand the role that (say) Buddies in Bad Times Theatre has historically played in the building of a gay, and then queer, community, or the role played by (say) Carlos Bulosan Theatre in not only building and uniting but performatively forging a Filipino Canadian community in diaspora, or the role of fu-GEN in constituting a diverse community of Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, Korean, and other Canadians as "Asian Canadian." Most can also understand, however-perhaps not having been among the jock population of their local high schools-the problematics of this type of community building, the ways in which communities can define themselves by what they exclude, and the ways in which performative community formation can also whip up xenophobia and other less-thandesirable sentiments. The power of performance that takes the form of a Donald Trump or Hitler youth rally is not beyond their capacity to imagine, though many resist such comparisons with pep rallies, Stanley Cup celebrations, or theatre of any kind.
These discussions generally moved our classes to the second major organizing principle of the course: representation. We spent some time discussing the differences between ritual (for those who attended a Catholic service, "this is my body") and representation (this represents the body of Christ), and the difference between acting on behalf of a community as a celebrant or sports hero and coming before an audience as an actor representing a fictional character. These constitute traditional western understandings of the difference between ritual and theatre that can, however, become complex or complicated in, for example, some types of Indigenous theatre when "we" got a run, the bus trip home tended to be cheerful or despondent depending on whether or not "we" won, and many students boisterously joined in the demonizing of the opposing team as "them." The Blue Jays in some sense must, for Torontonian or Canadian fans (like their mostly non-Canadian basketball equivalents, "#WeTheNorth"), somehow represent "us." But is the racial, cultural, national, gendered, aged, and abled composition of the team (or the relative roles, outfits, and genders of the players and the cheerleading squad) actually representative, and if so, of what? And what cultural work do such representations, or misrepresentations, perform? It is productive of a certain, perhaps problematic, pride when "we" win on the playing field or are represented in positive ways in theatrical productions, and this is often understood by students, fans, and theatregoers to be healthy. But a play can be roundly condemned by its own community when it fails to represent that community in an unequivocally favourable light (see, for example, Baldassarre on theatrical representations of Italian Canadians), and a community can experience widespread shame when, for example, an athlete such as sprinter Ben Johnson has his gold medal stripped away when he tests positive for doping. 4 Both sports and theatre depend on players who, purposely or not, represent more than themselves. The Intro to Theatre class has always deliberated on such things as to what degree the behaviour or opinions of players bring glory or infamy to a team, a community, a nation, or an entire sport or industry when they promote a social or political cause or when they behave badly in situations, ranging from Blue Jay José Bautista's famous bat flip in the 2015 American League Championship Series to sexual misconduct, domestic violence, or even rape carried out by actors and athletes as public figures in their personal-one can no longer say private-lives.
Representation, of course, operates in other ways as well. A chair onstage represents a chair in a fictional action, and it comes to matter what kind of chair is used to represent a throne, a bar stool, or an electric chair. Similarly, an actor, in representing a character, tends also to represent various identity categories inhabited by that character, which is why controversies arise over the representation of women, 5 African Canadians, Indigenous people, and other "others" on our stages. What kind of actor represents the king, the concubine, the comic relief, or the villain? When we recognize a character as, say, Indigenous, we give assent to the characteristics and behaviour of that character, too often one-dimensional or stereotypical, as representative of Indigenous people everywhere. It's not a huge leap to these sorts of complex questions from simpler ones that arise when the Blue Jays play, say, the Cleveland Indians, and the class finds itself cheering as "we" crush a team whose mascot is the absurdly grinning stereotype "Chief Wahoo." Similar questions arise in various sports around the Washington Redskins ("'Redskin' does not honour Native people!"), the Kansas City Chiefs (whose fans often wear war paint), the Atlanta Braves (whose fans support their team by enacting the "tomahawk chop" accompanied by a war chant), and the Chicago Blackhawks (whose fans can often be seen wearing Native American ceremonial headdresses at hockey games).
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Why take first-year theatre students to a ball game? Doing so at least temporarily removes from the equation many of the elements of dramatic literature such as language, character, and plot that they have learned to focus on in their secondary school education, and raises key questions about theatre that include issues of action, space and time, play, performativity, ritual, recreation, and representation that are often new to them in the classroom, but familiar from whatever attention they have paid in their lives and education to the cognate worlds of professional and amateur sports.
Notes
1 See Johan Huizinga's classic that defines the human through play:
Homo ludens rather than Homo sapiens. Among my first scholarly publications was an essay that drew on Huizinga for its main title and much of its argument; its subtitle was "Canadian Theatre, Canadian Football, Shakespeare and the NHL" (see Knowles, "Homo Ludens") . 
